Abstract. Building large, heterogeneous, distributed software systems poses serious problems for the software engineer; achieving interoperability of software systems is still a major challenge. We describe an experiment in designing a generic software architecture for solving these problems. To get control over the possible interactions between software components ("tools") we forbid direct inter-tool communication. Instead, all interactions are controlled by a "script" that formalizes all the desired interactions among tools. This leads to a component interconnection architecture resembling a hardware communication bus, and therefore we will call it a "TooLBus'. We describe the coordination of tools in process-oriented "T scripts" featuring, amongst others, (1) sequential composition, choice and iteration of processes; (2) handshaking (synchronous) communication of messages; (3) esynchronous communication of notes to an arbitrary number of processes; (4) note subscription; (5) dynamic process creation. Most notably lacking are built-in datatypes: operations on data can only be performed by tools, giving opportunities for efficient implementation, In three large case studies, the TooLBus architecture has been used to build editor-interfaces with user-defined extensions, to study feature interaction in intelligent networks, and to build a simulator for traffic light control. We give an overview of these case studies and briefly sketch the evolution of the TooLBUS design that incorporates the lessons we have learned from them.
1 Introduction
Motivation
Building large, heterogeneous, distributed software systems poses serious problems for the software engineer. Systems grow larger because the complexity of the tasks we want to automate increases. They become heterogeneous because large systems may be constructed by re-using existing software as components. It is more than likely that these components have been developed using different implementation languages and run on different hardware platforms. Systems become distributed because they have to operate in the context of local area networks. It is fair to say that the interoperability of software components is essential to solve these problems. The question how to connect a number of independent, interactive, tools and integrate them into a welldefined, cooperating whole has already received substantial attention in the literature (see, for instance, [SvdB93]), and it is easy to understand why:
-by connecting existing tools we can reuse their implementation and build new systems with lower costs;
-by decomposing a single monolithic system into a number of cooperating components, the modularity and flexibility of the systems' implementation ca~ be improved.
Tool integration is just one instance of the more general component interconnection problem in which the nature (e.g., hardware versus software) and granularity (e.g., natural number versus database) of components are left unspecified. As such, solutions to this problem may also increase our understanding of subjects like modularization, parameterization of datatypes, module interconnection languages, and structured system design.
In this paper we will pursue the more specific goal of integrating software components like userinterfaces, editors and compilers. It is generally recognized that the integration of such interactive tools requires three steps:
Data integration: how can tools exchange and share data structures representing application specific information? In its full generality, the data integration problem amounts to exchanging (complicated) data values among tools that have been implemented in different programming languages.
Control integration: how can tools communicate or cooperate with each other? The integration of the control of different tools can vary from loosely coupled to tightly coupled systems. A loose coupling is, for instance, achieved in systems based on broadcasting or object-orientation: tools can notify other tools of certain changes in their internal state, but they have no further means to interact. A tighter coupling can be achieved using remote procedure calls. The tightest coupling is possible in systems based on general message passing. User-interface integration: how can the user-interfaces of the various tools be integrated in a uniform manner? 4 Two trends in the field of human-computer interaction are relevant here: -User-interfaces and in particular human-computer dialogues are more and more defined using formal techniques. Techniques being used are transition networks, context-free grammars and events. There is a growing consensus that dialogues should be multi-threaded (i.e., the user may be simultaneously involved in more than one dialogue at a time). -There is also some evidence that a complete separation between user-interface and application is too restrictive.
We will now first discuss related work (Section 2), and then we give an overview of the TOOLBUS coordination architecture (Section 3). A description and evaluation of three case studies (Section 4) and a discussion (Section 5) complete the paper.
Related work in coordination languages and tool integration
In this section we briefly sketch work in the field of coordination languages and tool integration and relate it to our approach. For a discussion of the design issues in coordination languages we refer to [GC92] . A survey of interdisciplinary aspects of coordination can be found in [MC94]
Data integration
In its full generality, the data integration problem amounts to exchanging (complicated) data values among tools that have been implemented in different programming languages. The common ap- , and define a bi-directional conversion between datastrnctures in the respective implementation languages and a common, language-independent, data format. Instead of providing a general mechanism for representing the data in arbitrary applications, we will use a single, fixed, data representation based on term structures. We do not allow the exchange of arbitrary data structures, but insist that all data are represented in the same term format before they can be exchanged between tools. A consequence of this approach is that existing tools will have to be encapsulated by a small layer of software that acts as an "adapter" between the tool's internal dataformats and conventions and those of the TooLBus.
Control integration
The integration of the control of different tools can vary from loosely coupled to tightly coupled systems. A loose coupling is, for instance, achieved in systems based on broadcasting or object-orientation: tools can notify other tools of certain changes in their internal state, but they have no further means to interact. A tighter coupling can be achieved using remote procedure calls. The tightest coupling is possible in systems based on general message passing.
Broadcasting. The Field environment developed by Reiss [Rei90] has been the starting point of work on several software architectures for tool integration. In these broadcast-based environments tools are independent agents, that interact with each other by sending messages. The distinguishing feature of Field is a centralized message server, called Msg, which routes messages between tools. Each tool in the environment registers with Msg a set of message patterns that indicate the kinds of messages it should receive. Tools send messages to Msg to announce changes that other tools might be interested in. Msg selectively broadcasts those messages to tools whose patterns match those messages. Variations on this approach can be found in [Ger88, GI90] . In [C1690] an approach based on signals and tool networks is described which has been further developed into the Sophtalk system [BJ93]. In [Boa93] the SPLICE system is described, a network-based approach in which each component is controlled by an "agent" and agents communicate with each other through global broadcasting. These and similar approaches lead to
